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Federico García Lorca
Federico García Lorca was born in Fuente Vaqueros, Spain on June 5, 1898 and
graduated with a degree in Literature and Law from the University of Granada. His
first book, IMPRESIONES Y PAISAJES, was published in 1918. In Madrid, he lived at the
famous Residencia de Estudiantes and cultivated friendships with some important
figures of the nascent Spanish avant- guard movement, including the likes of
Salvador Dalí, Luis Buñuel and the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda.
In 1927 he participated, along with Rafael Alberti, Jorge Guillén and several other
poets, in commemorative events honouring the Baroque poet Luis de Góngora; events
which would give the generation its name and lead to a renaissance in Spanish poetry
after centuries of slumber.
It was during these years that García Lorca met the musician Manuel de Falla, with
whom he would go on to elevate Andalusian ‘flamenco’ culture to new heights of
literary and musical majesty; this was the experience that produced his now
legendary ROMANCERO GITANO (1927), a thundering success from the moment it was
first published.
His travels to America would eventually become embodied in the volume POETA EN NUEVA YORK (1930), the most
enduring impression Surrealism was to leave on Spanish poetry. Some of the poems included in this collection, such as
the ‘Ode to Walt Whitman’, are universally considered to be among the most outstanding works of poetry in the
Spanish language. Around this time, García Lorca also visited Cuba and parts of South America, where his recitals and
conferences were met by rapturous applause.
By the early 1930s, García Lorca had become a towering cultural figure. His poems were receiving unprecedented
levels of praise from critics and public alike, and in 1934 his theatrical activity reached its own zenith with the debut of
his play YERMA, starring the actress Margarita Xirgu. Following BODAS DE SANGRE and LA CASA DE BERNARDA ALBA,
YERMA completed the Andalusian poet's celebrated theatrical trilogy. However, soon a dark storm was beginning to
brew on Spain's horizon, and it would not be long before the ever-growing specter of fascism would cast its long
shadow upon García Lorca, a living example of the vitality and freedom so characteristic of Andalusia –and indeed, all
of Spain. On August 19, 1936, in Viznar, near Granada, García Lorca was executed by the Spanish Falange.
Over sixty years have passed since his treacherous murder, but García Lorca’s legacy lives on. In their attempts to
silence him, the Fascists only succeeded in making him a martyr, a hero, a myth; a cult figure so idealised, many
perceive him to have been the incarnation of pure poetic genius. His work has achieved an almost miraculous ubiquity
at all levels of Spanish culture. Beyond Spain’s borders, García Lorca remains undoubtedly, the most famous Spanish
poet and playwright of the 20th century.

Jorge Guillén
Jorge Guillén (Valladolid, 1893 - Malaga, 1984) is, along with Federico García Lorca,
Pedro Salinas and Rafael Alberti, one of the greatest poets of the so-called ‘1927
Generation’, the most important Spanish poetic movement of the past century.
Guillén graduated in Philosophy and Arts in 1913. During his university years he
became acquainted with many of the other great poets and artists of his generation.
He was a visiting professor in Spanish at the Sorbonne, and in 1925, he became head
of the Spanish Language and Literature department at the University of Murcia.
Years later, following a period spent teaching at Oxford, he was appointed professor
at the University of Seville. During the Spanish Civil War, Guillén was blacklisted
and forced into exile. He then moved to the United States, where he was a professor
at several colleges and universities, including Wellesley College, Harvard University,
and the University of California at Berkeley. During the course of his lifetime, Guillén
was awarded many honours. Perhaps most notably, in 1976 he was handed the first-ever Cervantes Award, which
marked the first piece of official recognition he had received in Spain. His books had previously been banned under
Franco’s dictatorship.
Guillén was always adding to his already impressive back catalogue, which seemed to grow as if of its own volition:
CÁNTICO in 1928, CLAMOR, MAREMAGNUM, in 1957, …QUE VAN A DAR A LA MAR in 1960, A LA ALTURA DE LAS
CIRCUNSTANCIAS in 1963, HOMENAJE in 1967, Y OTROS POEMAS in 1973 and FINAL in 1981. The definitive collection of his
complete works is titled AIRE NUESTRO.
“‘Each of his literary phases constituted a growth and improvement in poetic values. This process of writing and publishing
reflects the writer’s very strict and clear concept of the poetic work in the search for and the discovery of a connection between the
desire to create poetry and its fulfilment. From his first poem to his last, Guillén was a poet who wanted the reader to have access to
his entire works; to all the disparate elements which make up its body.” - Pedro Salinas

Enrique Lynch
Enrique Lynch, though born in Buenos Aires in 1948, lived in Barcelona all his life.
Over time became an ever increasingly prominent figure, working as an editor in the
field of humanities as well as a frequent contributor to major Spanish newspapers and
cultural magazines. His main activity as a writer was in the field of philosophy, most
specifically in the rather ambiguous zone where philosophy and literature meet.
Professor of Aesthetics at the University of Barcelona, he was also a highly-respected
translator, who translated into Spanish works by Foucault, Hobbes, Elster, Lyotard
and Paul de Man, among many others. He was also highly regarded for his work as
an editor of books on contemporary criticism and analysis.
www.enriquelynch.com

“Enrique Lynch may very well be one of the greatest exponents of this type of essay in our language. He is one of our most
agile, acid writers, and rarely disappoints the intellectual reader.” - Fernando Savater

In-Moral: Filosofía y/o literatura: identidad y/o diferencia
120 pages
Spain: Universidad de Navarra, 2006
Latin America: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2007

Essay

Quite resonant with his previous work, Lynch explores the relationship between philosophy and literature, and in
particular, four crucial aspects of this generic distinction.
In the first section, we consider what could be a suitable space for philosophy, taking into account the shared interests
of philosophy and literature, particularly since the start of the modern period. In the second, he defines poetry as “a
language of precision”, a model of the type of writing to which philosophy aspires. The third section focuses on the
common ancestry philosophy and literature share, as both are descendents of myth. So, after reviewing the theories
that are currently in force regarding myth, he examines the influence of myth on narrative models and on theories of
interpretation. Finally, in the fourth section he tackles the difficult problem of the definition of prose within the
Romantic, Post-Romantic and Formalist traditions. Lynch is not interested in the prosaic as a philological problem but
rather in finding in the concept of prose the essay style that identifies modern and contemporary philosophy. In his
opinion, from Hegel onwards, there is no more thought than that which is produced in essay form. We are presented
with a prose of extraordinary precision; with the exact dose of scholarship that, without overwhelming the reader,
stimulates, instructs and invites you to think.
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Tomás Eloy Martínez
Writer and journalist Tomás Eloy Martínez (Argentina, 1934 - 2010) has
published various novels, short stories and essays, as well as having written
several film scripts. His novel SANTA EVITA (1995) established him as one of
Argentina’s most internationally acclaimed writers. Translated into 25
languages and published in more than 30 countries, it is regarded as one of the
great achievements in contemporary Latin American narrative, and has been
publicly lauded by a host of names including those of Carlos Fuentes, Augusto
Roa Bastos and Gabriel García Márquez.
He has also published a further four novels, translated into over ten languages.
These include: LA MANO DEL AMO (1991), EL VUELO DE LA REINA (2002), EL CANTOR
DE TANGO (2004) and PURGATORIO (2008). In 2002, EL VUELO DE LA REINA was
awarded with the Alfaguara Novel Prize, and the following year with the
award of ‘Best Foreign Novel’ by the People’s Literary Publication House of
Beijing- Shanghai. In 2005 he was a finalist of the Man International Booker Prize for his lifetime’s work.
Throughout his lifetime, Tomás Eloy Martínez amassed a body of work so remarkable that it has since been
hailed by The New York Times and the London Review of Books as ‘the most important literary phenomenon in Latin
America since Gabriel García Márquez’s ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE.’
From 1991 until his death in February 2010, Martínez was a distinguished professor at Rutgers University in New
Jersey and a regular contributor to The New York Times Syndicate, El País in Madrid, and La Nación in Buenos Aires.
“A great writer.” - Isabel Allende
“One of Latin America's most celebrated contemporary writers.” - The Guardian
"SANTA EVITA, finally, is the book I wanted to read."- Gabriel García Márquez
"Dazzling Gothic novel, perverse love story, impressive horror story, dazzling, perverse, impressive national history turned upside
down, SANTA EVITA is all that and something more... A beautiful book, a miracle"- Carlos Fuentes

Tinieblas para mirar / Darkness to See
164 pages
Spain & Latin America: Alfaguara, 2014

Stories

Written over the course of fifty years, most of these short stories have been unpublished until now. These texts are a
prime example of Tomás Eloy Martínez’s talent and of the matters that preyed on him most throughout his lifetime:
the upheavals in Argentina, Peronism and its emblems, exile, sexuality and death. The failed attempt of switching the
bodies of the distinguished Evita and Aramburu, with the help of a tanker truck as vehicle and refuge; the life of a
woman who puts on a whole choreographed show in a New York City train station; an ironic biographical note of a
prodigious child destroyed by a possessive mother; the confrontation between an army and a group of workers in the
outskirts of Tucumán a short while after ’55; the legendary adventures of two bank robbers from the 30s are some of
the stories that make up this collection. From the journalistic chronicle to the most delirious plots of fiction, these
stories are more relevant than ever and confirm the literary power of an indispensable writer.
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Manuel Mujica Láinez
Argentine writer and native of Buenos Aires, Manuel Mujica Láinez (19101984) was a contemporary of other renowned narrators of the Río de la Plata
area such as Juan Carlos Onetti, Silvina Ocampo and Adolfo Bioy Casares.
Mujica Láinez began his literary career writing biographies and historical
works; it wasn’t until the 1940s that he defined the first literary style for
which he would become known, a style that might be termed porteño, that is,
particular to Buenos Aires. In two books of short stories (MISTERIOSA BUENOS
AIRES and AQUÍ VIVIERON) and a series of novels with a number of recurrent
characters (LOS ÍDOLOS, LA CASA, LOS VIAJEROS, and INVITADOS EN EL PARAÍSO),
Mujica Láinez recreates the resplendent, decadent world of Argentina’s
aristocracy- grand old families on the decline; people clinging to their faded
glory and falling prey to delirium, phobias and morbid sexuality. His world is reminiscent of the great literary traditions
and models of Marcel Proust, Virginia Woolf and Eça de Queirós.
Mujica Láinez's so-called ‘cosmopolitan’ novels comprise the second style or literary phase for which he is known. All
these novels revolve around specific moments, environments and characters taken from history or legend. BOMARZO
(which was adapted into an opera by Alberto Ginastera and commissioned by the Washington Theatre) is a colourful
and diabolical evocation of the Italian Renaissance. EL UNICORNIO is inspired by fables of the Golden Legend and unfolds
against a medieval background of courtly love and tales of chivalry. EL LABERINTO takes us to the splendid, violent and
deliriously mystical Spain of Felipe II, and to the beginnings of Spanish America. DE MILAGROS Y MELANCOLÍAS is a saga
about the history of an imaginary South American country, from its colonisation to the present day, written in an ironic
and often absurd tone, not unlike García Márquez's saga of the Buendía family.
The final fifteen years of Mujica's career embrace a kind of synthesis of his previous tendencies. In some novels, such as
SERGIO, LOS CISNES and EL GRAN TEATRO, he returns to the Buenos Aires ‘café society’ atmosphere, with its heady mixture
of grandeur and decadence, but at this phase in his life, Mujica Láinez also tinges his narrative with a melancholy sense
of farewell. In EL ESCARABAJO and EL VIAJE DE LOS SIETE DEMONIOS, he brings different historic periods and territories
together with a unifying element that displays an ironic vision of human passions and ambitions. CECIL is a peculiar and
unique autobiographical text in which the writer's daily life is narrated by his dog, a technique that adds distance and
irony to this typically intimate confessional genre.
Mujica Láinez is one of the more intriguing and legendary Argentine personalities of the period between the 1940s and
1970s. He is as biting and colourful as Jean Cocteau was in the Paris of the 1920s or Truman Capote in the New York of
the 1950s.
“At first sight BOMARZO seems like a novel of resistence, a novel of survival, a historical novel, a thriller, a big guide. Perhaps it is all
of those things. But it is also more than that: it is a novel about art and a novel about decadence, it is a novel about the luxury of
writing a novel and a novel on the exquisite uselessness of the novel.” - Roberto Bolaño
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Emma Reyes
Emma Reyes (Bogotá, 1919 – Bordeaux 2003) is the author of the unforgettable
MEMORIA POR CORRESPONDENCIA. Hailed in Colombia as the best (or even the most
beautiful) book published in 2012, it immerses the reader into a stunning and
unusual narrative of a perplexing childhood which can only be told in first person.
This string of twenty-three letters cannot be confined to a memoir, testimony or
even a novel. Instead, together these letters represent a fine thread that sews a story
from start to finish, fabling memories, speaking imagination’s truth, and
masterfully evoking a socio-political context now quite distant and unrecognizible
from the Colombia most people are familiar with. Written between 1969 and 1997,
these texts formed part of an intimate correspondence she held with her dear friend
and confidant Germán Arciniegas. This well-known historian and diplomat made a
seal of confidentiality which was only broken when he decided to show these
letters to Gabriel García Márquez, who was astonished yet unsuccessful at
convincing Emma Reyes to keep writing. They were only published for the first
time in 2012, thanks to Laguna Libros, in co-edition with the Fundación Arte Vivo
Otero.
MEMORIA POR CORRESPONDENCIA tells of an illegitimate child growing up in conditions of extreme poverty in Bogotá,
from the age of four to turning nineteen –an age at which she still had not learnt how to read or write. Far from falling
into self-pity or making us feel sorry for her, she has us bask in awe and delight at her lucidity, courage, and
picaresque in adverse situations. The first half of the book takes place in a room she lived in with her older sister and a
woman assigned to watch over them to only eventually abandon them. This was a room without water, light, a toilet or
windows, but also a place where ingenuity was forced to work its hardest and teaching yourself was the only option.
The second half takes young Emma to another residence under lock and key, a convent that holds and enslaves more
than 150 young orphan girls. Full of drawn-out anecdotes and remarkable episodes of bonding, injustice, tension and
limitless imagination, this book closes with her escape from the convent and her plunge into a the real world that most
people are born into.
The oral tradition and the spirit of overcoming lie at the heart of MEMORIA POR CORRESPONDENCIA, which in turn drives
us to want to know more about the author’s life. From her twenties onwards, she travelled wherever she could and
dedicated most of her life to her paintings and drawings, slowly breaking through as an artist (more in Europe than in
her native country) and brushing elbows and building long-lasting friendships with a generation of artists, writers and
intellectuals of her time, such as María Zambrano, Diego Rivera, Frida Kahlo, Giuseppe Ungaretti, and Alberto
Moravia. In a life that took her from cities like Buenos Aires, Montevideo, Jerusalem, Washington, Rome to eventually
settle in Paris, she was a free-spirit and adventure seeker, and most of all a great conversationalist and storyteller, as
everyone who knew or met her affirms. The same year she passed away, the French government paid their hommage
to her by conferring on her Knight of Order of Arts and Letters. Emma Reyes’ book will be published in hardcover and
as a Penguin Classic.

Memoria por correspondencia / The Book of Emma Reyes
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“Must be translated.” - Philippe Lançon
“Worthy of Dickens. A new classic, destined to last.” - Dario Jaramillo “
“The most beautiful novel I’ve read in years.” - Lisando Duque Naranjo

“A masterpiece of great literary standing.” - El Tiempo
“I don’t think I’ve read many books of such power and grace, or that pack such an emotional wallop in so short a space. There is no
self-pity, only wonder, and that tone, so delicate and subtle, is perhaps the book’s greatest achievement. The very fact that this book
exists is extraordinary. Everything about it . . . is astonishing.” - Daniel Alarcón
“The moment I finished this memoir I read it again—one simply can’t abandon Emma. And I’ve been speculating ever since about
how she made it once she’d escaped her terrible childhood. One is deeply grateful to know as a fact—an almost inconceivable fact—
that she triumphed, but longs to know how. No other book I’ve ever read has left me so deeply involved with its author, and so
grateful for that involvement.”- Diana Athill
“Worthy of a Dickens novelA. book of extraordinary literary value.” - Mariana Enriquez
“What an astonishing book—I read it in a single gulp. Emma Reyes had a childhood of staggering deprivation, but her humor and
resilience shine through, and suddenly we have a modern classic.”- Deborah Moggach
“A must-read, a modest yet game-changing masterpiece in the memoir genre… Raconteur-artist Emma Reyes (…) is without a
doubt the most original Colombian voice to come our way since the legendary Gabriel García Márquez, who was indeed among the
first readers to admire her storytelling.” - Suzanne Jill Levine
“A truly heroic account (in the most colloquial language) of a child surviving the worst that the adult world insists on throwing at
her. There’s not a drop of sentimentality in it—just the kind of courage born of the most desperate adversity.” - Edith Grossman
“Unadulteratedly good, interesting, and important. Emma’s letters remind me what reading and writing are for.” - Louisa Young
“A jewel. Emma is a mesmerizing storyteller, and her letters had me completely gripped from beginning to end.” - Nina Stibbe
“A rare jewel that reminds us of the saving grace of storytelling and imagination in racist, classist, conservative, and cloistered
Catholic Colombia. It hypnotized me from the first sentence (…) Read THE BOOK OF EMMA REYES: It offers a universal and timely
window on the world of abandoned girls, and it will inspire indignation and action.” - Silvana Paternostro
“Emma Reyes captures and fascinates us with narrative skill that any experienced writer would envy.” - Piedad Bonnett
“Driven solely by the force of her words and the echo they leave in its readers, this book as thrived on word of mouth like a secret that
must be revealed: we have found a treasure.” - Juan Mosquera, El Mundo
“It’s not often we hear the voices of the voiceless, Emma Reyes is that voice—a storyteller with an eye for the details of a world
devastating in its cruelty and indifference. Her voice is a triumph of hope and resilience and does what the best books do—expand our
awareness and deepen our compassion.These are letters from the heart to the heart of those readers lucky enough to discover this gem
of a book.” - Julia Alvarez
“A diamond in the rough (…) the author’s exquisite memory for detail, will fill your imagination. For a while afterward you’ll
wonder how it is that some children survive their childhood, and you’ll surely be thankful for your own.” - Ana Castillo
“One cannot restate daily misery à la Charles Dickens for Emma Reyes told it all – lively, succint and without an ounce of self-pity –
so that any other attempt to summarize her letters seems pale and insip. She manages to transmit all of her experiences to the reader
so graphically and detailed that we feel that we were there, at her side while it happened.” - Michi Strausfeld
“(…) such quirky grace and raw honesty, such a childlike eye for detail and disarming explanation of the inexplicable, that it is as
poetic as it is horrific.” - The Guardian
“Impressive and vivid, Reyes’ childhood memories give an insight into the Colombian society of that time period: class-divided,
violent and prejudiced.” - Die Tageszeitung Berlin
“This book, reminiscent of the Countess of Ségur’s “Sophie's misfortunes” and of Dickens’ novels, fully displays Emma Reyes’
literary talent. All of its strength lies in the simplicity and the ingenuousness with which she depicts a youth scared by the lack of
love, by misery and violence.” - Le Monde
“A fine visual sensibility and an unusual generosity. Reyes recognizes that a child “who leads a normal life” might struggle to recall
such detail, but hers was no ordinary existence.” - The New Yorker

Mercè Rodoreda
Mercè Rodoreda (Barcelona, 1908-1983) grew up in an educated and
progressive family whose members were solid representatives of the
Catalan petit-bourgeoisie. At an early age, she was forced to leave school
in order to help out at home, and it was during her adolescence, largely
spent alone, that she began to read and write in earnest. Her first short
stories, written when she was about twenty years old, were published in
a number of the many newspapers and magazines that flourished during
this fertile period of Catalan culture.
The Spanish Republican experience of the 1930s stimulated social,
political and cultural progress in Catalonia, and Rodoreda dedicated
herself to journalism and creative writing with great success. In 1937, she
published ALOMA, which introduced a number of themes that would
reappear in her later works: the world of childhood, feminine
sensibilities and poetically crafted prose with its consequent symbolic capacity. When fascism stamped out democracy
in Spain, Rodoreda, who was committed to defending the Republic, went into exile. At first, she lived in Paris and
Bordeaux, and in 1954 she settled in Geneva, where she was finally able to resume her literary activity, writing novels
and short stories which were often marked by a concern for the existential difficulties of women.
LA PLAÇA DEL DIAMANT (1962) evokes the experiences of a young Catalan girl during the Spanish Civil War. It received
international acclaim and soon became the author’s most famous novel; it is now considered one of the masterpieces of
Catalan literature. The world described in this novel reappears in EL CARRER DE LES CAMÈLIES (1962), which won the Sant
Jordi Prize.
LA MEVA CRISTINA I ALTRES CONTES (1967) represents a shift toward a deliberate mystification of reality, and searches for
new narrative paths which come together in the extraordinary MIRALL TRENCAT (1974), a novel considered by many to
be the high point of Rodoreda’s career.
In 1979, Rodoreda returned to Catalonia and spent the last three years of her life in an isolated villa in the province of
Girona. Now she is still considered to be the most important Catalan novelist of the 20th century. Great writers from
around the globe have praised her work, including Gabriel García Márquez, who has professed his tremendous
admiration for LA PLAÇA DEL DIAMANT.
"Rodoreda had bedazzled me by the sensuality with which she reveals things within the atmosphere of her novels. . . . A writer who
still knows how to name things has already won half the battle, and Rodoreda knew how to do that as well as anyone who wrote in
her mother tongue." - Gabriel Garcia Márquez
“It is a total mystery to me why [Rodoreda] isn’t widely worshipped. . . . She’s on my list of authors whose works I intend to have
read all of before I die. Tremendous, tremendous writer.”- John Darnielle
“Her work has gone to my heart.” - Michael Krüger
“Mercè Rodoreda’s artistry is of the highest order.”- Diane Athill
“Mercè Rodoreda has been a favorite of mine ever since college, when I encountered her story “The Salamander” in a world literature
anthology I bought at a second-hand bookstore. As you might expect, the story wasn’t just about a salamander. Instead, it was
transformative, utterly unique, and combined an astute eye for the natural world and a great sense for the fantastic with a feminist
subtext. That “mix” sums up much of the great Catalan writer’s oeuvre.”- Jeff VanderMeer
“When I first read her, I was swept off my feet […] Rodoreda writes about feelings, about characters so numbed or overwhelmed by
events they only have only their emotions as a lanugage. I think it’s because one has no words that one writes, not because one is
gifted with language. Perhaps because one recognizes wisely enough the shortcomings of language. […[ It is this precision at naming
the unnameable that attracts me to Rodoreda, this woman, this writer, hardly little, adept at listening to those who do not speak, who
are filled with great emotions, albeit mute to name them.”- Sandra Cisneros
“Rodoreda plumbs a sadness that reaches beyond historic circumstances, an almost voluptuous vulnerability.”- Natasha Wimmer
"Mercè Rodoreda is the writer I cannot stop talking about."- Alberto Ríos

"The greatest contemporary Catalan novelist and possibly the best Mediterranean woman author since Sappho."
David H. Rosenthal

La mort i la primavera / Death in Spring

175 pages
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Sweden: Norstedts
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Death in Spring is a dark and dream-like tale of a teenage boy's coming of age in a remote village in the Catalan
mountains; a place cut off from the outside world, where cruel customs are blindly followed, and attempts at rebellion
swiftly crushed. When his father dies, he must navigate this oppressive society alone, and learn how to live in a place of
crippling conformity. Often seen as an allegory for life under a dictatorship, Death in Spring is a bewitching and
unsettling novel about power, exile, and the hope that comes from even the smallest gestures of independence.
Considered by many to be the grand achievement of her later period, Death in Spring is one of Mercè Rodoreda's most
complex and beautifully constructed works. The novel tells the story of the bizarre and destructive customs of a
nameless town—burying the dead in trees after filling their mouths with cement to prevent their soul from escaping, or
sending a man to swim in the river that courses underneath the town to discover if they will be washed away by a
flood—through the eyes of a fourteen-year-old boy who must come to terms with the rhyme and reason of this ritual
violence, and with his wild, child-like, and teenaged stepmother, who becomes his playmate. It is through these rituals,
and the developing relationships between the boy and the townspeople, that Rodoreda portrays a fully-articulated,
though quite disturbing, society. The horrific rituals, however, stand in stark contrast to the novel’s stunningly poetic
language and lush descriptions. Written over a period of twenty years—after Rodoreda was forced into exile following
the Spanish Civi War—Death in Springis musical and rhythmic, and truly the work of a writer at the height of her powers
“Soaringly beautiful, urgent and disturbing... A masterpiece.” - Colm Tóibín
“Read it for its beauty, for the way it will surprise and subvert your desires, and as a testament to the human spirit in the face of
brutality and wilful inhumanity.” - Jesmyn Ward
“Amazing." - John Darnielle
“Utterly extraordinary.”- Claire-Louise Bennett
"A heartbreaking, unforgettable read. One of the most important literary works from the second half of the 20th century."
Nadal Suau, El Cultural

-

"It challenges any ideological simplification of the Spanish Civil War. One of the most radical works from the past century." Andreu Jaume, El País (Babelia)
“A rare, haunting novel.. I was hynoptized, bewitched by the beauty of the prose, althrough I knew that it was leading me to
something sinister but powerful, a realization of the reality of life and death, echoing similar realizations of mine during the Lebanese
civil war. “ - Hanan al-Shaykh, The New York Times
“Death in Spring feels a lot like if M. Night Shyamalan’s The Village mets The Saw series, and the resulting novella was injected
with a huge dose of beautiful, lyrical writing. Yes, people are locked in trees and have cement poured in the mouths in a tiny village
as observed by a young boy, and yes, it’s distrubing and uncomfortable, but it’s all so gorgeously written that you just can’t stop
turning pages.” - Bustle Magazine
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Montserrat Roig
Montserrat Roig (Barcelona, 1946-1991) is one of the bestselling authors on
the Catalan literary scene and is considered to be amongst the most lucid
and authoritative of her generation. Throughout her lifetime, Roig
combined writing with journalism. Among her most important works is
an extensive article, unique in its commitment and depth of research, titled
ELS CATALANS ALS CAMPS NAZI (1977).
EL TEMPS DE LES CIRERES (1978) is a magnificent portrait of the Catalan
middle classes at the time Spanish society was awaking from the long
slumber of Franco’s dictatorship. It also anticipates the feminist
preoccupations of her later novels.
L’HORA VIOLETA (1981) made Roig the highest selling author in Spain. It is a generational study involving three women in
relationships with men that are both antagonistic and submissive. The unique period in which it was written – towards
the end of Spain’s transition to democracy– and the lack of stereotyping so common in more superficial treatments of
these issues, give this novel an importance both as a historical record and as a work of literature.
L’AGULLA DAURADA (1986) is the product of the two months Roig spent in Leningrad, where she was invited by the
Progress publishing house in Moscow to document the Second World War siege, in which the Nazis condemned many
thousands of Russians to death by starvation. Using historical documents, survivors’ testimonies and the author’s own
moral sense, she interweaves the horrendous past of the war with the unique present of life in a large Soviet city,
creating a fascinating portrait which works both as a narrative and a documentary report.
LA VEU MELODIOSA (1987) marked Roig’s return to the novel. It is an explicit tribute to the great masters of modern
Catalan literature: Mercè Rodoreda, Narcís Oller and Salvador Espriu. Set in post-war Barcelona, a claustrophobic
environment marked by bleakness and defeat, it shows Roig at the peak of her form, and moves lightly between the
colloquial and the exquisitely lyrical. In this novel, Roig’s style becomes an expression of a solid and mature vision of her
own profession.
EL CANT DE LA JUVENTUT (1990), her last book, collects eight narratives in which the author writes poetically and ironically
of lost youth, sex, death, memory and oblivion and, ultimately, of language as the gift which gives shape and meaning to
human experience.

Alejandro Rossi
Alejandro Rossi was born in Florence, though he spent most of his life in México.
He also lived in Germany and England where he studied Philosophy. Rossi was a
professor in the Philosophy Department at the Arts and Philosophy Research
Institute (UNAM) since 1958. He was a co-founder and co-director of the journal
Crítica, Revista Hispanoamericana de Filosofía, member of the advisory board of the
editorial office of Plural magazine as well as a founding member and acting
director of Vuelta magazine. His most important works include LENGUAJE Y
SIGNIFICADO (1968), MANUAL DEL DISTRAÍDO, (1978), SUEÑOS DE OCAMAN (1982), EL
CIELO DE SOTERO (1987), LA FÁBULA DE LAS REGIONES (1997), CARTAS CREDENCIALES
(1999) and UN CAFÉ CON GORRONDONA (1999). His last novel, EDÉN: VIDA

IMAGINADA,

a novelized autobiography, was published in 2007. He died in 2009
after a long battle with cancer. A cult hero among Latin America authors, his
Complete Works has recently been compiled by the Fondo de Cutura Economica.

The diversity of Rossi’s own life lies at the root of his literature. He offers a perplexed European outlook on a ruptured "unravelled", as he puts it – Latin American reality. In the tradition of his mentor Borges, Rossi transcends the
boundaries between genres, which seem to him as blurred or arbitrary as those that divide the nations of Latin America.
Halfway between fiction and essay, MANUAL DEL DISTRAÍDO is a collection of pieces written for Rossi’s regular column in
Plural, the magazine edited by Octavio Paz. With intellectual incisiveness and exquisite craftsmanship, he covers
everything from Berkeley's doctrine to Kafka's characters, from the ideas of Croce or Ortega y Gasset to a series of
fantasies in which imaginary maps merge into real geographical regions. With this book, Rossi reveals one of his
greatest literary virtues: that of transforming the most seemingly austere, sober topics into literary gems that sparkle
with intelligence and wit.
LA FÁBULA DE LAS REGIONES is a volume of six short stories, fables or allegories about those sweet and violent regions
which make America an unformed yet ancient continent. With their combination of squalor and utopia, Rossi's tales
describe the age-old and also utterly contemporary vicissitudes of the continent's most anonymous regions because, as
he himself notes, ‘the real homelands are the regions, not the borders created by political diplomacy.’
“His clear, transparent prose brings together, with devilish perfection, the most diametrically opposed qualities: clarity and
mystery, melancholy and irony.” - Octavio Paz
“Alejandro Rossi has strived to maintain his eccentric position as an unparalleled intelligence, an unusual voice, going
against the tide, with prose as brilliant and original as an unclassifiable metal.” - Juan Villoro
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Pedro Salinas
Pedro Salinas was born in Madrid in 1891. He published his first book of
poems, PRESAGIOS, in 1924, when he was a professor of Literature. It was
followed by SEGURO AZAR, FÁBULA Y SIGNO, LA VOZ A TI DEBIDA and RAZÓN DE
AMOR. He left Spain after the Spanish Civil War, and spent the rest of his life in
exile in North America, where he continued to work as a university professor.
He published two other books of poems in the United States, EL CONTEMPLADO
and TODO MÁS CLARO. He also wrote critical analyses of the classics, including
notable essays on Jorge Manrique and Rubén Darío. He also created a modern
version of the poem El cantar del mio Cid. CARTAS DE AMOR A MARGHERITA,
published posthumously, is a collection of his love letters to his wife Margarita
Bonmatí, to whom he dedicated his most renowned work, LA VOZ A TI DEBIDA.
Salinas died in Boston in 1951.
Pedro Salinas is one of the most important Spanish poetic figures of the 20th
century. His teachings, along with those of Juan Ramón Jiménez, played a key
role in the poetic revolution sparked by the ‘1927 Generation,’ which included
such figures as Rafael Alberti, Federico García Lorca, Jorge Guillén and Luis
Cernuda.
His poetry, while modern in style and content, clearly manifests the influence of the great masters of the Spanish
language, providing an indispensable bridge between the traditional and the avant-garde. Even today, so many years
after his death, Salinas is recognised by many as one of the seminal poets of Spain & Latin America.

Eugenio Trías
Eugenio Trías was born in Barcelona in 1942 and sadly passed away in 2013. He
dedicated much part of his life to teaching Philosophy at the University Pompeu
Fabra in Barcelona. Trias was a prolific essayist, whose most important works
include: TRATADO DE LA PASIÓN (1978), LO BELLO Y LO SINIESTRO (National Essay Prize
1983) and the trilogy composed by LÓGICA DEL LÍMITE (1991), LA EDAD DEL ESPÍRITU,
(Premio Ciudad de Barcelona, 1995), and LA RAZÓN FRONTERIZA (1999). He has been
one of Spain’s best-known philosophers and in 1995 he became the first Spanish
intellectual ever to be awarded the prestigious Friedrich Nietzsche Prize. Previous
winners of this prize, which recognises the full scope of a philosopher’s work,
include Karl Popper, Jacques Derrida, Richard M. Rorty and Emanuele Severino.

El hilo de la verdad

Essay
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320 pages
Spain & Latin America: Editorial Galaxia Gutenberg, 2014

368 pages
Spain & Latin America: Editorial Galaxia Gutenberg, 2013

Just like true art, music possesses that particular quality that makes it a vehicle between the intellect and the senses. It
is a discipline that is always able to enrich spirituality with an intensity achieved by no other form of human
expression. With LA IMAGINACIÓN SONORA, Eugenio Trías proposes a framework for the great musical creations of the
western world which, for around the last thousand years, have been intimately linked to the Judeo- Christian
mentality.
In the form of several very distinct essays, the authors take the reader on a journey, just as they did in EL CANTO DE LAS
through some of the most important achievements of that musical adventure, emphasizing those aspects that
they find most interesting, underscoring their origins as sounds and considering the texts that brought them to life.
The author revisits some of the most distinguished composers who were prominently featured in the previous
volume, such as Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Mahler, Schoenberg, and Ligeti.
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Esther Tusquets
Esther Tusquets was born in Barcelona in 1936 and studied Philosophy and Letters at the
universities of Barcelona and Madrid, specialising in History. She served as the publishing
director of Lumen for four decades. In addition to EL MISMO MAR DE TODOS LOS VERANOS, EL
AMOR ES UN JUEGO SOLITARIO (winner of the 1979 City of Barcelona award), and VARADA TRAS
EL ÚLTIMO NAUFRAGIO, an extraordinary fiction trilogy, she is also the author of the novels
PARA NO VOLVER, CON LA MIEL EN LOS LABIOS, BINGO and the autobiographical
CORRESPONDENCIA PRIVADA and of the short story collections SIETE MIRADAS EN UN MISMO
PAISAJE and LA NIÑA LUNÁTICA (winner of the City of Barcelona award). She passed in 2012.

Trilogía del mar / The Sea Trilogy
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Novel

By the time Esther Tusquets’ second novel, EL AMOR ES UN JUEGO SOLITARIO, won the City of Barcelona Award for
Literature in 1979, she had already received unanimous acclaim from readers and critics for her debut novel, EL MISMO
MAR DE TODOS LOS VERANOS. Two years later, this original trilogy about relationships would culminate with VARADA TRAS
EL ÚLTIMO NAUFRAGIO. Starting with Elia, the main character whose name remains the same but whose identity varies in
each of the three novels, Tusquets builds a trilogy where love, sensuality and abandonment of pleasure are recurring
themes. These subjects allow the author to explore and rebuild the female universe.
“EL MISMO MAR DE TODOS LOS VERANOS is an intense story about incidental love. What matters is the revolutionary and daring
rescue of all pleasurable feelings, the hymn to abolished sensuality. A hymn that only a truly rebellious girl could sing like this,
ignoring and discarding all that is established and invented.” - Carmen Martín Gaite, Diario 16
“Esther Tusquets’s best novel.” - Pere Gimferrer on VARADA TRAS EL ÚLTIMO NAUFRAGIO
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Manuel Vázquez Montalbán
Manuel Vázquez Montalbán (Barcelona, 1939 – Bangkok, 2003) defined a
whole literary era of his own, with works that still live to tell our new realities.
A true intellectual, prolific, bestselling, award-winning, immensely influential
on his generation and those to come, he is most famous worldwide for his
Pepe Carvalho literary crime series (which inspired Andrea Camilleri) but also
as a journalist, literary novelist, poet, essayist, humorist, critic, political
prisoner, gastronome and Barça supporter. When he was young, he studied
Philosophy and was a member of the Unified Socialist Party of Catalonia,
spending 18 months in prison after attending a 1960 miner’s strike. He began
being published as poet and was considered one of the “Novísimos” with his
complete works titled MEMORIA Y DESEO (1986).
His fame as a novelist hit in 1979 with his novel from the Detective Carvalho
saga, LOS MARES DEL SUR, which won the Premio Planeta and left a legend for
both the writer and the fictional detective. Pepe Carvalho would later appear
in films, TV series, comic strips, becoming a huge pop cultural literary
reference. Other well-known novels from this saga include TATUAJE (1975),
ASESINATO EN EL COMITÉ CENTRAL (1981), LOS PÁJAROS DE BANGKOK (1983), LA
ROSA DE ALEJANDRÍA (1984), EL LABERINTO GRIEGO (1991), EL PREMIO (1996) and
QUINTETO DE BUENOS AIRES (1997).
As for his non-Carvalho works, he gained literary prestige, the Premio Nacional de las Letras and many international
awards. GALÍNDEZ (1991) may be his most famous work in this vein, winning the Premio Nacional de Narrativa and the
European Prize for Literature. His novel AUTOBIOGRAFÍA DEL GENERAL FRANCO (1994) won the Ennio Flaiano International
Literature Prize, with EL ESTRANGULADOR (1994) he won the Premio de la Crítica, and his novel EL PIANISTA (1985) won
the Premio Recalmere. Other notable works include LOS ALEGRES MUCHACHOS DE ATZAVARA (1987), a moral analysis of the
emerging Spanish elite during the Franco period, O CÉSAR O NADA (1998) and ERIC Y ÉNIDE (2002). His poetry shows
across all of his novels. So is the recovery of memory through social chronicles. Montalbán sought to question the
disorder of the world from a very local perspective, which then became very universal.
His early death left an immense void among his readers, asking themselves “what Manolo would think” about questions
of political, economic, cultural and social nature. To commemorate him, both the FC Barcelona Foundation and the
Catalan Association of Journalists have awarded the Manuel Vázquez Montalbán International Journalism award since
2004. An award for international crime literature was created in 2007 in his honour, the Premio Pepe Carvalho, given to
authors such as Petros Markaris and Dennis Lehane. In 2018, the writer Carlos Zanón borrowed the character of
Carvalho, as a homage and retelling for our times, in his novel Problemas de identidad.
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